Learning Objectives:

Learn and discuss communication and communication skills regarding MIL.

Pedagogical Approaches and Activities:

Mark Walsh gives us his top ten communication tips. List them and discuss his tips. Make your own list of top ten communication skills. Compare your lists and discuss what skills you chose – and why you chose them. Compare these skills (both your own and the ones mentioned in the clip) with the communication practices mentioned in the Pedagogical Approaches and Activities of Module 9 unit 1. Use the clip’s suggestions as well as your own regarding communication in Pedagogical Approaches and Activities of Module 9 unit 1 and: Considering the communication model, explain and justify the roles that the media, libraries, archives and other information providers will play in your lesson/unit outline. What role(s) will you assume as a teacher? What role(s) will be available to your students? How will these roles enhance the learning process?

Media and Information Resources:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K15ca0n0ois

References:

http://www.unaoc.org/mil-for-teachers/module9/unit1/

Further topics and resources: